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The strong acceleration in domestic demand was mainly due to the recovery period, only taking back what was lost during the recession. Now that the recovery ... 
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Turkey’s Growth Accelerates in the Second Quarter ˙ Seyfettin G¨ ursel† , Z¨ umr¨ ut Imamo˘ glu‡ and Arda Akta¸s∗



Abstract



constructs the total GDP series from the sum of the components.



Turkey’s real GDP increased at a quarterly rate of 3.7 percent in the second quarter which amounts to a 10.3 percent annual increase from the same quarter Figure 1: GDP components: Change from the prein the previous year. The quarterly growth rate is vious quarter the highest for Turkey since the second quarter of 2006. According to Betam’s analysis, the increase in real GDP in the second quarter primarily reflected positive contributions from government spending, exports and consumption. The increase in private investment was more than offset by the decrease in inventory investment. Turkey’s economy reached its pre-crisis level with the help of the 3.7 percent growth in the second quarter. The total increase in GDP since the through in the first quarter of 2009 was 14.1 percent and took Source: TurkStat, Betam. five quarters. The contraction during the crisis was 13.7 percent and lasted for four quarters. Figure 2: Contributions to real GDP growth (2010 – 2nd Quarter)



Government spending and exports fueled the strong growth TurkStat, the Turkish Statistical Institute, releases the calendar day corrected and seasonally adjusted total GDP but not its components. Therefore, Betam calendar day corrects and seasonally adjusts each component of the GDP separately and then †
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Research Brief 10/89 According to Betam’s analysis quarter on quarter real GDP growth was 2.8 percent.1 Figures 1 and 2 show the change in GDP components and their contributions to growth, respectively. The highest contributions came from the increase in government spending and exports. Both components had subtracted from the real GDP growth in the first quarter. As their contribution turned to positive, real GDP growth accelerated.



GDP as measured by TurkStat and Betam.2 The peak and through points can be seen in the figure. Figure 3: Seasonally adjusted real GDP by Betam and TurkStat



Government spending increased by 8.3 percent in the second quarter, most of which was spending on new construction, adding 1.1 percentage points to real GDP growth. In the first quarter government spending had subtracted 2.2 percentage points from the real GDP growth. Exports increased by 6 percent, and added 1.5 percentage points to real GDP growth. The increase in imports was limited at 2.2 percent and contributed negatively to the growth rate by 0.6 per- Source: TurkStat, Betam. centage points. Contribution of net exports was positive, 0.9 percentage points. Figure 4: Quarter-on-quarter real GDP growth rate Private investment decelerated in the second quarter. It increased by 4.9 percent compared to 15.5 percent in the first quarter. Private investment added 0.9 percentage points to the real GDP growth in the second quarter. Private inventory investment decreased and substraced 1.3 percentage points from the change in real GDP. We believe that the deceleration in investment and the decrease in inventories point to a slowing down in the Turkish economy in the third quarter. Household consumption increased by 1.8 percent and added 1.2 percentage points to real GDP growth.



Turkey is back on track after recession Turkish economy recovered strongly from its low point in the first quarter of 2009 and has now reached its previous peak in the first quarter of 2008. The contraction of the economy lasted for four quarters and real GDP shrank by 13.7 percent. Recovery phase was slightly longer, it took five quarters for the Turkish economy to reach its pre-recession level. Real GDP growth was 14.1 percent over those five quarters. Figure 3 shows seasonally adjusted real 1



The two approaches differ quantitatively but the differences are not statistically large. Figure 3 shows the real GDP series released by TurkStat and Betam.



Source: TurkStat, Betam.



The recovery was fueled by the increase in household consumption and private investment. Over the last five quarters (2009(2)–2010(2)) household consumption added 9.5 percentage points to the change in real GDP. Private investment, including inventory investment, added 8.6 percentage points. Government spending added only 0.5 percentage points to real GDP growth during the recovery period in total. Contribution of net exports was negative, -4.5 percentage points. 2



Betam seasonally adjusts each component of GDP separately. TurkStat, Turkish Statistical Institute, releases the seasonally adjusted total GDP but not its components.
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Research Brief 10/89 The recovery was mostly based on domestic deFigure 5: Real GDP year-on-year growth rate and mand but the contribution of government spending contributions of components was limited. Turkey was able to get out of the recession without the help of fiscal policy and was able to maintain its fiscal discipline. This helped Turkey to maintain its macroeconomic stability and avoid big budget deficits that both the American and some European governments have to face. However with the economy reaching its pre-recession level domestic demand might slow down from the recovery period rates. In that case if the government tries to keep the economy alive through increases in spending, fiscal discipline could be hard to achieve. Figure 4 shows the seasonally adjusted quarter-onquarter real GDP growth rates. Along the recovery path, a declining trend in real GDP growth is apparent. Strong growth in the second quarter of 2010 has reversed this trend upwards. We believe that the Turkish economy will continue to expand, but as the contribution of net exports turn to negative Source: TurkStat, Betam. and government spending slows down to achieve fiscal discipline, it might loose steam again. down. However, foreign demand, which was the force behind Turkey’s strong growth in the past, does not Sources of strong growth look very promising for the next half of 2010 and The growth rate in real GDP in the second quarter 2011 as demand in Europe and the U.S. is still low of 2010 from the same quarter of the previous year in the aftermath of the financial crisis. was 10.3 percent. Figure 5 shows the year-on-year As long as foreign demand remains low, domesquarterly change in real GDP and its components. tic private sector consumption and investment would Growth in real GDP was mainly driven by domestic not be enough for Turkey to achieve its 5 percent tardemand. Private investment added 5.3 percentage get growth rate (annual) in the medium term. The points and consumption added 4.5 percentage points government may be pressured to formulize its fiscal while government spending contributed 1 percentage policy to help the economy in expense of fiscal dispoint. cipline. Private inventory investment decelerated. In the Turkey is back on track after the recession but first quarter its contribution was 6.4 percent but in the necessary structural changes that will bring the the second it was only 1.2 percent. Exports added 3 targeted strong growth rate in the economy over the percentage points to real GDP growth while imports next couple of years do not seem to be in place. subtracted 4.7 percentage points.



What’s going to drive Turkey’s growth in the next term? Now that the economy reached its pre-recession level, Turkey has to find ways to keep its strong growth going forward. The strong acceleration in domestic demand was mainly due to the recovery period, only taking back what was lost during the recession. Now that the recovery is over, the contribution of domestic demand to growth might slow www.betam.bahcesehir.edu.tr
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Research Brief 10/89 Box 1: Calculaton of quarterly GDP growth and Box 2: Change in inventories (stocks) and its concontributions Sub components of GDP are grouped tribution to growth ’Stock change’ shows that how stocks change cominto 3 categories: 1. Fnal domestic demand consist of final consump- pared to previous period tion expenditure of resident households (Con- Stock changet = Stockt Stockt−1 sumption), sum of government final consump- Therefore increase (decrease) in inventories is caused tion and investment expenditure (Government by increase (decrease) in the difference between two expenditure), investment expenditure of private period rather than increase (decrease) in stocks. However, TURKSTAT estimates the change in sector (Investment) stocks is as residual between production and expen2. Net foreign demand for goods and services rep- diture accounts. Moreover this sub-components also resents the difference between exports and im- includes statistical discrepancy. ports of goods and services. Let’s say the difference between production and expenditure account t−1 , ’stock change’ in time t is 3. Change in inventories (stocks) shows how stocks changes with compared to previous quarter (for as follows: details look Box 2)



Stock changet = Stockt Stockt−1 + t In order to find quarterly GDP growth,the following Finally, contribution of change in ’Stock change’ formulation is used for all sub components of GDp can be found as follows : separately: Since X represents ’Change in GDP component’ Contribution of ’Stock changet Contribution of X to growth can be calbulated as = (Stock changet − Stok changet−1 )/GSYHt−1 follows: or = (Xt Xt−1 ) / GSYHt−1 Contribution of ’Stock changet Differences between the methodologies used = ((Stockt Stockt−1 + t ) − (Stockt−1 Stockt−2 + by Betam and TurkStat in seasonally adjust- t−1 ))/GDPt−1 ing the real GDP TurkStat seasonally adjusts and calendar day corrects total GDP series but not its components separately. However, each component of GDP may show different seasonal characteristics. Therefore, Betam eliminates the effects of seasonality and calendar day from the components separately and constructs the adjusted GDP series as the sum of the adjusted components. These two methodologies yield quantitatively different results and both of them are used frequently in the related literature.
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